Fletco Carpets A/S can look back on more than 70 years of development.
It has led the business from the start as a small supplier of carpets to
Danish consumers to the position of a supplier of carpets for the
international residential and commercial market.
Fletco has roots in a region with a proud tradition of craftsmanship and
industrial processing of textile products. This affiliation is important
because it includes values of quality, diligence and precision. At the same
time Fletco developed into a modern market and customer oriented
company, where product development, technological re-thinking
and efficient production are important keywords.
The future will mean stricter requirements for environmental awareness in
production, and thus also in the final products. Fletco anticipated this
development. The company’s own laboratory ensures that the carpets
fulfill requirements for internationally recognized certificates and tests,
whilst also guaranteeing taking into account the demands of tomorrow.
Learn more at www.fletco.com
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Quattro
Flat woven manufacturing is not just low profile weaving, with Quattro we display some of the more
complex designs that are also possible with our machines. Quattro is suitable for extra heavy commercial
use, and has a high weaving structure and is available in 12 standard colours.

Selected reference:

(® Broadloom
100% PA 6.6 Ascend Ultron®
Continue dyed

National Library of Lithuania
Vilnius, Lithuania (Public Buildings)

33 Commercial - heavy
Find technical detalis on
www.fletcocarpets.com

396100

396150

396240

396250

396280

396300

396350

396380

396390

396480

396680
4

396740
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H0jer Kontrakt® Original
The original conceived wool carpet has been produced since 1899, and is
available in 12 different colours. The carpet is suitable for extra heavy commercial
use, and is available as broadloom in 400 cm width.

Selected references:
A.P. Meller Miersk Headquarter
Copenhagen, Denmark (Corporate)

Novozymes
Bagsvrerd, Denmark (Corporate)

Unilever
Rotterdam, Netherlands (Corporate)

IKEA of Schweden
Almhult, Sweden (Corporate)

Haus der Wirtschaft
Berlin, Germany (Public Buildings)

Dulles International Airport
Washington, USA (Corporate)

@Broadloom
80% pure new wool
20% polyamide
33 Commercial - heavy
Find technical detalis on
www.fletcocarpets.com

510210

510230

510250

510620

510680

510720

6

510280

7

Find technical detalis on
www.fletcocarpets.com
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357490

357500

357550

357600

357620

357650

357660

357670

357680

357700

357750

357780

357800

357820

357850

357880

357890
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100% PA 6 Econyl

Find technical detalis on
www.fletcocarpets.com

10

349360

349370

349470

349670

349770

349850
11

Find technical detalis on
www.fletcocarpets.com
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358490

358500

358550

358600

358620

358650

358660

358670

358680

358700

358750

358780

358800

358820

358850

358880

358890

13

Find technical detalis on
www.fletcocarpets.com
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367350

367390

367450

367600

367630

367650

367780

367850
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COM 1000
The flat woven quality COM 1000 combines comfort and quality, and is suitable for extra heavy commercial
use. The quality is available in 10 different colours and can be delivered as both broadloom and carpet tiles.

(®

■

Broadloom and tiles

100% PA6.0

Selected references:
NRE Group A/S

Novo Nordisk

lkast, Denmark (Corporate)

Kalundborg, Denmark (Corporate)

Installation:

Solution dyed
33 Commercial - heavy
Find technical detalis on
www.fletcocarpets.com

Recommended
stocked

Produced to
order only

Produced to
order only

328160 I T328160

328220 I T328220

328260 I T328260

328300 I T328300

328330 I T328330

328350 I T328350

328370 I T328370

328390 I T328390

328650 I T328650

328850 I T328850
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Nordic
Nordic is one of the classics we
developed in both broadloom
and tiles. Its signature is
simplicity in the weaving
structure, and combined
with its 18 colours from stock,
Nordic will cover most
enquiries. Nordic is suitable for
extra heavy commercial use.

Selected references:
Sony Center
Berlin, Germany (Corporate)
Sparekassen Sjcelland
Køge, Denmark (Corporate)

Broadloom and tiles
100% PA 6.6 Ascend Ultron®

Continue dyed
33 Commercial - heavy

Find technical detalis on
www.fletcocarpets.com

Installation:

MCH
Heming, Denmark (Corporate)
Potsdam lnstitut fiir
Klimafolgenforschung
Potsdam, Germany (Corporate)
CSOB Bank
several cities, Czech Republic
(Corporate)

Recommended
stocked

Produced to
order only

Produced to
order only

394100 /T394100

394120 /T394120

394150 /T394150

394200 I T394200

394220 I T394220

394240 I T394240

394250 I T394250

394290 I T394290

394300 I T394300

394320 I T394320
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394340 I T394340

394350 I T394350

394360 / T394360

394600 I T394600

394680 I T394680

394890 I T394890

394390 I T394390

394395 I T394395
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Zenith
The tufted quality Zenith provides a soft look, but is a hard-wearing carpet with exceptional acoustics
features. Zenith is suitable for extra heavy commercial use, and can be delivered as both broadloom and
tiles. You'll find Zenith in 18 great colours.

Selected references:
KMC
Brande, Denmark (Corporate)

Marimex
Krakow, Poland (Corporate)

Citroen
Aalborg, Denmark (Coporate)

Mclaren
Woking, England (Corporate)

Unive
Amsterdam, Netherlands
(Corporate)

(®

■ Broadloom and tiles

100% PA 6.6

Continue dyed
33 Commercial - heavy
Find technical detalis on
www.fletcocarpets.com

rn
rnBrn
B rn ITill rn
Installation:

Recommended

371150

371210/T371210

T371220

371260/T371260

371280/T371280

371330/T371330

371350 I T371350

371380/T371380

371390/T371390
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371480/T371480

371600/T371600

371650/T371650

371680/T371680

371740/T371740

371800/T371800

371850 I T371850

371870/T371870

371880/T371880
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Find technical detalis on
www.fletcocarpets.com
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T850001290

T850001300

T850001340

T850001350

23
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T850001770

T850001820

T850001850

T850001860
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Sebastian Wrong by Fletco®
- Shapes
Shape: 912

50cm

/

Shape: 904

50cm
Shape: 000

100cm

\

50cm

/

100cm

Shape: 909
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Sebastian Wrong by Fletco®
Colours
Colours
and families

Sebastian Wrong by Fletco is available in 18 different
colours divided into five categories or families. Some
colours appear in more than one family.

Principles for Product Codes (example):
Article: T850 001
Colour: 380
Shape: 904

Colours are representative and
may vary from the actual product.

Examples
of colour
combinations

Laser cut for
highest precision

Please see below, the colour combinations made of either a single family or more families.
Our colour families are only recommendations, you are of course free to choose the colours
you want.
FamilyC1

Families
C1 &C2

FamilyCS

Families
C1, C2&C3
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ZigZag-Tiles ®
Carpet tiles,
which look like
a broadloom

The new ZigZag tile shape for our flat woven carpet tiles has been developed for our customers, who want flat
woven carpet tiles and simultaneously want the look of a broadloom. Normally we always recommend that flat
woven carpet tiles are installed in quarter-turn, but this does not give the effect of a fitted carpet.
When selecting our new ZigZag-Tiles®, our flat woven tiles can then be installed in the same direction: the tile
bond of the tiles should be displayed by half a tile in the length direction, which means that a better homogeneous
surface is achieved, the joints are less visible and the effect of a broadloom is obtained.
The advantages of the ZigZag-Tiles® :
· The tiles can be installed in same direction, thus an effect of a broadloom is obtained with minimal visible joints.
· Single tiles can easily be replaced, if for example liquid has been spilled on a tile.
· The quality is the same as our other flat woven carpet qualities.
· The tiles and the edges are laser cut, which guarantees a perfect fit and helps prevent fraying.
ZigZag-Tiles® are available in the size 50 x 50 cm and can be delivered in the following classic collections
(produced to order only):
· Nordic
· COM 1000

Winner of several
design awards
I CO 2
N I C O

AWA l
RDS 7

INTERIORON
INNOVATI
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Produced to
order only

GERMAN
DESIGN
A'WARD
SPECIAL

2017

LockTiles®
Carpet tiles
with unique
edges

The innovative and patented LockTiles® solution brings our flat woven carpets tiles yet another
level up by giving the best within carpet tiles and their many advantages, and the exclusive look of
a broadloom. The unique carpet tile shape guarantees an effective and perfect installation with a
completely homogeneous surface making the joints less visible.
The laser cut edges interlock around each other and fit together in all directions – meter for meter, no
matter the size of the area.
The advantages of LockTiles®:
· These carpet tiles cannot be installed incorrectly!
· LockTiles® ensure an effective and perfect installation.
· The tiles interlock and fit perfectly together.
· The tiles can be installed in same direction, thus a broadloom effect is obtained with minimal visible
joints.
· Single tiles can easily be replaced if, for example liquid has been spilled on a tile.
· The quality is the same as our other flat woven carpet qualities.
· The tiles and the edges are laser cut, which guarantees a perfect fit and helps prevent fraying.
LockTiles® are available in the size 50 x 50 cm and can be delivered in the following collections:
· Nordic
· COM 1000

Winner of several
design awards

Produced to
order only

Nordic in Locktiles®- col. 360
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New arrivals 2020
Penta & Penta Stripe
Penta & Penta Stripe are two new unique and revolutionary tufted products, developed to give our
customers a more sustainable choice. Penta is composed of four layers carefully selected with
focus on product weight, flexible production, human health and sustainability.

Broadloom and tiles
100% PA 6.0

They are produced using 100% wind energy and are 100% free from Bitumen, PVC and latex.
Penta & Penta Stripe are our first carpet collections applied with the new sustainable backing, EcoTEX® as a standard. EcoTEX® felt backing is made from post-consumer PET material, containing
min. 500 g per m2.
Penta will be available in 6 colours and Penta Stripe in 5 colours.

Solution dyed
33 Commercial - heavy
EcoTEX®/EcoTiles® backing
Find technical detalis on
www.fletcocarpets.com

rn
B

Installation:

Recommended

Penta EcoTEX®- col. 370

327905/T327905 Penta Stripe
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327370/T327370 Penta

Nordic Living
Nordic Living is a new addition to the classic collection of woven carpets and will be available in
both broadloom and tiles.

Broadloom and tiles

The modern structure and beautiful variety of colours provides an exclusive Scandinavian
appearance.

100% PA 6.6 Ascend Ultron®

The collection will be available in 17 colour varieties with brave tones like curry yellow, discreet
purple, classic dark blue and standard tones of grey and black.

Continue dyed
33 Commercial - heavy
Textile or felt/TEXtiles® backing
Find technical detalis on
www.fletcocarpets.com

rn
B

Installation:

Recommended

Nordic Living - col. 380
377380/T377380

Nove
The woven herringbone structure of the new Nove
collection gives the floor design a different and exclusive
expression.

Broadloom and tiles
100% PA 6.6 Ascend Ultron®

Nove is available as broadloom in 14 superior colours.
Continue dyed
33 Commercial - heavy
Textile or felt backing
Find technical detalis on
www.fletcocarpets.com

460340
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Thinking of the next generation
Creating carpets
in a sustainable
process

Fletco focuses on environmental issues in all our manufacturing processes, from cradle to cradle.
Sustainability is key to all our product development. We lead the field and meet or surpass the authorities'
official or certifying bodies' carpet manufacturing requirements. Wherever possible, we will engage in research
and development into new methods and materials.
Fletco carpet tiles with TEXtiles® backing

One particular environmental problem that applies to carpet tiles generally is the backing, which traditionally
contained PVC or bitumen. Thanks to new production technology, the backing of all Fletco carpet tiles is
guaranteed free of these and other harmful chemical substances:
· Cradle-to-cradle and CO2 reduction
· Backing made of minimum 60% recycled materials
· Eco-friendly - cradle-to-cradle - suitable for thermal disposal
· Ecological product - free of bitumen, PVC and other environmentally-critical substances
· Produced using CO2 neutral energy (steam) and 100% wind energy
· Odour-neutral
· Permanently antistatic
· Fletco TEXtiles® are GUI approved "allergy-friendly"

Ml

\
�
mm

lnstitut Bauen
und Umwelt e.V.

Interior Design and Acoustics
Noise reduction is becoming an important issue in interior design in both office buildings and in the
hospitality sector. It is all about creating rooms and areas not only for the eyes, but for the ears as well.
A serious approach to acoustics is of great importance for creating a comfortable environment for
work, meetings, entertainment and relaxation.
It is a proven fact that poor acoustics leads to workplace dissatisfaction and has a direct impact on
employee performance and physical well-being. Noise can cause both stress and frustration in office
buildings and institutions - and when it comes to hospitality and entertainment, unwanted noise will
have a negative effect on the overall experience.
Carpeting is one of the main tools to minimize unwanted noise - and Fletco will help you create rooms
and spaces with a pleasant acoustics for working and experience.

The shown colours in this catalogue are representative and may vary from the actual product.

